We have characterized the genome sequences represented in two defective interfering particles derived from the heat-resistant strain of vesicular stomatitis virus by means of end-labeling and hybridization techniques. Both defective particle RNAs, which differ slightly in size, contain 5'-end sequences identical to each other and to that of the standard infectious virus genome, for at least the first -55 bases. In contrast, the 3'-enlsequences of these two RNAs are different. The 3'-end sequence of the smaller RNA is identical to that of the standard genome for at least the first 48 bases. The 3'-end sequence of the larger RNA is an inverted complement of its 5' end for z65 bases. The bulk of the sequences in both RNAs is derived from the 3' half of the standard genome. We also show that the two defective particles differ in their in vitro transcription and in vivo replication properties. These results provide direct evidence for the presence of internal genome deletions in defective interfering particles of negative-stranded RNA animal viruses and demonstrate the existence of at least two distinct classes of these particles. Defective interfering virus particles (DIs) are found ubiquitously in animal virus (1). They have recently become a major focus of interest because of their powerful suppressive effects on viral infections in vivo and in vitro and because they appear to mediate long-term virus persistence in tissue culture and possibly in human and animal disease (1, 2). These naturally occurring virus particles are antigenically indistinguishable from their parent helper virus. Their important properties result from the deletions in their genomes. A structural analysis of these nucleic acids should elucidate their function as well as provide insights into the mechanisms of genome rearrangements.
3'-end sequence of the smaller RNA is identical to that of the standard genome for at least the first 48 bases. The 3'-end sequence of the larger RNA is an inverted complement of its 5' end for z65 bases. The bulk of the sequences in both RNAs is derived from the 3' half of the standard genome. We also show that the two defective particles differ in their in vitro transcription and in vivo replication properties. These results provide direct evidence for the presence of internal genome deletions in defective interfering particles of negative-stranded RNA animal viruses and demonstrate the existence of at least two distinct classes of these particles. Defective interfering virus particles (DIs) are found ubiquitously in animal virus (1) . They have recently become a major focus of interest because of their powerful suppressive effects on viral infections in vivo and in vitro and because they appear to mediate long-term virus persistence in tissue culture and possibly in human and animal disease (1, 2) . These naturally occurring virus particles are antigenically indistinguishable from their parent helper virus. Their important properties result from the deletions in their genomes. A structural analysis of these nucleic acids should elucidate their function as well as provide insights into the mechanisms of genome rearrangements.
The best characterized of these DI systems is that of vesicular stomatitis virus (VSV), a single-stranded, enveloped RNA virus with a genome of nz3.6 X 106 daltons. The virion RNA is of negative polarity and serves as a template for the virion-bound transcriptase which generates, both in vitro and in vivo, five 5' capped, methylated, and polyadenylylated RNA species. These in turn code for the five proteins found both in infected cells and in virions. Transcription begins at the 3'-OH terminus of the virion RNA in vitro and gives rise to a 48-nucleotide-long leader RNA followed sequentially by mRNA species in the order found on the genome-i.e., N, NS, M, G, and L (3) (4) (5) .
Like other animal RNA and DNA viruses, VSV generates DIs at high frequency (for review, see ref. 6 ). Different VSV DI RNAs range from 10 to 50% of the standard genome size and generally contain sequences homologous to the large L cistron comprising the 5' half of the standard genome (7) (8) (9) . Recent studies from this laboratory (10, 11) have shown that at least the first n:55-base sequence from the 5' end of the several VSV DI RNAs is identical to that of the standard genome. This short segment is also present as an inverted complementary copy at the 3' end of these DI RNAs such that hybridizing of these complementary end sequences gives rise to a short doublestranded RNA segment or stem at the base of a single-stranded loop. In contrast, the standard genome lacks this extensive terminal complementarity (11, 12) . A similar situation has been described for the paramyxovirus Sendai and its DI (13, 14) .
In contrast to the in vitro mRNA synthesis displayed by VSV standard infectious virions, several VSV DIs have been shown to synthesize only a 46-nucleotide-long product in vitro (15, 16) . The sequence of this product has been determined (17, 18) and the product is transcribed beginning exactly at the 3'-end of the DI RNA, which is not found in the standard genome RNA (11) . There is one exceptional VSV DI, denoted HR-LT, which is unusual because it contains sequences homologous to the 3-end half of the standard genome (8, 9) . This HR-LT DI was recently shown to transcribe the four mRNAs proximal to the 3' end of the standard genome, both in vitro (19) and in vivo (20, 21) . Organization of the viral RNA sequences in this unusual DI is the subject of this report.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Cells, Virus, and DI. The BHK21 cell line used in these studies as well as methods of infection, labeling of standard VSV and its DI with [3H]uridine, purification of particles, and RNA extraction have been described (22) . The DI 0.22 OR (Orsay) and DI 0.10 GL (Glascow) used here correspond to the WTMS ST and tsG31 ST1 used before (17) . The HR-LT DI were kind gifts of R. A. Lazzarini (National Institutes of Health) and C. Y. Kang (University of Texas, Southwestern Medical School). Experiments involving size (Fig. 1 ) or structural analyses (Figs. 2 and 3) of DI RNAs were carried out with DIs separated from standard virus by velocity sedimentation in sucrose gradients (22) . The purification of total released particles for the competition experiment described in Fig. 4 was carried out by a modification of previous procedures. Resuspended crude virus pellets were centrifuged through 2 ml of 20% (wt/vol) sucrose solution, buffered as described (22) and layered on top of 2 ml of 60% (wt/vol) sucrose cushion, for 1.5 hr at 40,000 rpm in the SW 50.1 Beckman rotor. The virus band on top of the bottom sucrose layer was then centrifuged again through 1 ml of 10% (wt/vol) potassium tartrate solution, layered on top of 1 ml of 45% (wt/vol) solution of the same, for 2 hr at 45,000 rpm in the same rotor. The purified virus was then dialyzed as described (22 The publication costs of this article were defrayed in part by page charge payment. This article must therefore be hereby marked "advertisement" in accordance with 18 U. S. C. §1734 solely to indicate this fact.
End-Labeling and Hybridization of RNA. DI RNA 5'-end labeling (polynucleotide kinase and [y-32P]ATP) and purification were carried out as described (17, 23 Gel Analyses. Glyoxal-denatured RNAs (30 min, 50'C) were electrophoresed in 1.1% agarose (SeaKem, Rockland, ME) horizontal slab gels for 3-5 hr at t3 V/cm in the phosphate buffer system as described by McMaster and Carmichael (26) and then processed for fluorography. Small duplex RNAs were analyzed in 20% acrylamide gels as described (17) . Gels were exposed to Kodak X-Omat R film at 4VC after being wrapped in SaranWrap or at -70'C after drying.
RESULTS
Heterogeneity of DI RNAs in HR-LT DI Isolates. To examine the representation of genome sequences in the unique HR-LT DI isolate by hybridization techniques, it was first necessary to assess the homogeneity of our starting material. Unexpectedly, at least three RNA species, differing slightly in size, were observed on electrophoresis of glyoxal-denatured RNA samples from purified HR-LT DI particles, grown from two-different inoculum sources. When either one of these inoculae was passaged more than once in our BHK21 cells before the DI particles were purified for analysis, the RNA profile appeared similar, with a major species of t1.80 X 106 daltons and a minor component of '-1.70 X 106 daltons ( DI RNA species on further passage will become apparent from the results presented below. In accordance with a forthcoming codification of nomenclature for VSV DI we will refer to the above DI RNAs in order of decreasing molecular weight as DI 0.50 OR (HR), DI 0.47 OR (HR), and DI 0.46 OR (HR). For the experiments described in this paper DI RNA preparations identical to those in lanes b (;95% DI 0.50) and e (;99% DI 0.46) of Fig. 1 were used.
Analysis of 5'-End-Labeled DI RNAs.' The approach used for comparing sequences at the 5' ends of standard genome and DI RNA molecules was similar to that used previously (11) . Briefly, probe molecules were labeled with [32P]phosphate at their 5' ends by using [y-32P]ATP and polynucleotide kinase, after phosphatase digestion to remove unlabeled 5'-terminal phosphate groups. These probes were then self-hybridized to allow intramolecular reassociation or hybridized to an excess of some other test RNA molecules. The label was then assayed for protection against an RNase specific for single-stranded RNA, and the size of the RNase-resistant duplex molecules was determined by electrophoresis in polyacrylamide gels. Because RNase cleaves any unmatched or mismatched region in a double-stranded molecule, the detection of such a labeled duplex indicates the presence of sequences complementary to the labeled 5'-terminal sequence of the probe. By determining the size of this labeled duplex, we also obtained a measure of the distance between the labeled 5' terminus and the first site at which complementarity ceased. The reliability of this method for detecting even minor mismatches in a duplex RNA molecule is documented below.
In the experiments described here, we also used DI stem sequences, isolated from the small VSV DI GL (ts3l) RNA, as a probe for the 5'-end genome sequence. As shown previously, the inverted complementary terminal sequences of this DI RNA, which readily hybridize to form stems, can be isolated in pure form by RNase digestion (10) . By using the method described above, this small homogeneous duplex RNA species, -55 base pairs (bp) long, was previously shown to contain the sequence complementary to the first t55 bases at the 5' end of the genome (11).
Self-hybridizing of 5'-end-labeled DI 0.50 RNA yielded a labeled duplex RNA t65 bp long relative to the marker ;55-bp stem RNA (Fig. 2A, lane a) . Hybridization in the presence of an excess of these marker stem sequences (0.2 ,gg of 55-base complexity is equivalent to 20,tg of t5000-base complexity) ( (10) , contains a mixture of plus and minus strands (15-20% plus strands in this case). This does not interfere with the analysis described here because the conditions used (Fig. 2A, lane a) allow only for the detection of rapid and concentration-independent intramolecular rehybridization.
In contrast to DI 0.50 RNA, no significant self-hybridization of 5'-end-labeled DI 0.46 RNA was observed (Fig. 2B, lane c) . Addition of DI stems to the mixture (Fig. 2B, lane b) 3'-end-labeled DI 0.50 RNA (Fig. 3A, lane a) shows that the RNA self-hybridizes at the 3' end and yields a duplex t65 bp long relative to marker stems. We thus conclude that DI 0.50 RNA contains inverted terminal complementary sequences or stems t65 bp long. No other band was observed when the hybridization was carried out with added standard genome RNA (Fig. 3A, lane b) , indicating that most likely all of this longer stem structure represents a contiguous sequence from the genome 5' end and that the DI RNA 3' end does not represent a longer contiguous complement of the genome 5' end. As expected, addition of the t55-bp-long DI stems to this annealing A mixture gave rise to some labeled duplex which comigrated with the shorter marker stems and to a major band ;21 bp long (Fig. 3A, lane c) . This latter band most likely results from RNase cleavage at a single A-C bp mismatch. We have previously shown, from base sequence data, the presence of a single base difference at position 21 from the 5' end of the standard genome sequence between Indiana Orsay and Glascow strains, which correspond to the sources of DI 0.50 and DI 0.10, respectively (17) . The corresponding single bp mismatch in Fig. 2A is the relatively stable G-U wobble bp, which most likely partially resists nuclease attack. These data provide strong evidence for the reliability of this RNase method for detecting minor mismatches in a duplex RNA molecule. In contrast to DI 0.50 RNA, no significant self-hybridization of 3'-end-labeled DI 0.46 RNA was observed, whereas addition of DI stems to the mixture did not protect the label from RNase digestion, as expected (data not shown). These observations, as well as those in Fig. 2B , suggest strongly that DI 0.46 RNA does not contain self-complementary sequences which include either its 5'-or 3'-end terminal residues.
To determine whether DI 0.46 RNA might contain the standard genome 3'-end sequence at its 3' end, we used in vitro synthesized transcription products from standard virus and DI 0.46 particles. As shown below, DI 0.46 particles synthesize the four VSV mRNAs proximal to the 3' end of the genome in vitro. These products should therefore contain the 48-nucleotide-long leader RNAs which are complementary to the 3' terminus of the standard genome RNA (3, 19) . 3'-End-labeled DI 0.46 RNA yielded the expected 48-nucleotide-long duplex when hybridized to these products (Fig. 3B, lanes b and c) . 3 '-Endlabeled standard virus RNA behaved identically to DI 0.46 RNA (Fig. 3B, lanes d and e) , as expected. We therefore conclude that DI 0.46 RNA has conserved at least the first 48 bases from the 3' end of the genome at its own 3' end.
Polymerase Activities in DI 0.50 and DI 0.46. Because HR-LT DI had been reported previously to synthesize the four VSV mRNAs proximal to the 3' end of the genome (19) Biochemistry: Perrault 
As expected from the previously reported of HR-LT DI polymerase products (19) , both 0.46 products were identical when analyzed e (as in Fig. 1 ), except for a minor, high molec (presumably corresponding to the L gene tr only in the standard virus products (data nol 0.50 and DI 0.10 products (analyzed in 20% a in Fig. 2 ) also were similar to each other and the 46-nucleotide-long product RNA (data scribed earlier in this laboratory for DI 0.10 ( that only DI 0.46 RNwA, which has conserved standard genome, can serve as a template scription.
Nonterminal Sequences in DI 0.46 and D out (19) , the template RNA of the transci HR-LT DI (i.e., DI 0.46) must comprise the e 42S genome RNA through the 17S mRNA I cistron) and must terminate shortly thereafte cistron. We therefore estimate that the extent sequence representation in this DI RNA is ' bases including the -55 bases measured).
The template activity and gross stem str RNA are shared by most VSV DIs so far exan in contrast, most of its sequences originate f the genome. To demonstrate this, we took adv that uniformly labeled DI 0.50 RNA self-h3 (15- Fig. 4, lane b) . These Fig. 3 A and B) . The 46-base-long RNA synthesized in vitro ty that the unique by this DI particle most, likely has as its template the 3' end as 0.46 might be reshown previously for other VSV DI particles (17) . Preliminary oerties-i.e., interexperiments, however, suggest that DI 0.50 RNA also contains ts of one of several the 3'-terminal sequence of the standard genome, not at its own 3' end but a short distance inward. Because (11, 14) , is thought to occur via a "strand-switching and copy-back" mechanism during -+.
DI 0.46 synthesis of progeny RNA molecules (6, 14 stem-containing DI.
